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Senate Selects Members Embassy Schedules
Of Temporary Committees G r o i i p Discussions
F o r me r Republican State
Senator John Lupton will ad-
dress the Oollege Young Repub-
licans Club in the Wean Lounge
at 8:15 p.m. this evening:.
by JOHN TRUE
MARCH 11 - Appointments to
three "temporary" Senate commit-
tees and a special committee on the
Honor Code occupied most of the
Senate's business tonight.
President Michael Anderson an-
nounced that changes in the com-
mittee system will necessitate a
change in Article IV of the Senate
constitution, so until this change is
accomplished the committees will
be termed temporary, he said.
In his report to the Senate, Ander-
son explained the need for the new
committee system which he and
other Senate leaders are pro-
posing.
"The old committee system, a
system of permanent committees
was good but it must be stream-
lined," he po.inted out, adding that
Trin Delegation Thwarted
At Annual CISL Sessions
by VINCENT OSOWECKI
MARCH 9 - The Connecticut
Intercollegiate Student Legislature
ended Its annual session this even-
ing deadlocked on several issues
but having passed six bills through
both the Senate and House of Repre-.
sentatives.
The Trinity delegation from the
Political Science Club'ran a candi-
date unsuccessfully for Speaker of
the House and presented two bills
at the CISL session held in the
State Capitol Building for the past
three days.
/Hied with Yale Representative,
Tom Rowe (candidate for Majority
Leader of the House), Trinity's
Stan Marcuss pushed for the posi-
tion of Speaker of the House. How-
ever, an alliance of.downstate and
IFC Rejects Role
In Awarding Cup
MARCH 11 - The IFC this even-
ing decided not to assume respon-
sibility for awarding the Savitt
Cup, emblematic of "outstanding
fraternity participation in the
Campus Chest."
Representative Mike Tousey
stated that the Campus Chest is an
organization basically outside IFC
control because freshmen and in-
dependents also contribute during
the drive. The general consensus
was that the Campus Chest was at-
tempting to borrow IFC prestige
for its campaign.
The Council also announced that
the Shantels have become the third
group to be secured for entertain-
ment at the. IFC weekend. Prev-
iously contracted were the GClefs
and Johnny 'and the Hurricanes.
The proposed revision of the
rushing rules was again discussed.
Voting was put off until two ad-
ditions to Article V of the con-
stitution concerning exceptions and
penalties could be discussed in the
respective houses.
Discussion was initiated as to the
possibility of the IFC sponsoring
an outdoor concert on campus on
Saturday of Senior Ball Weekend.
The proceeds would be turned over
to the Fine Arts Center Fund Drive.
Dean Lacy favored the plan but
cautioned the IFC to take sufficient
precautions to secure indoor space
in case of inclement weather.
Catholic Colleges elected Fairfieia
University's Tom Connors as the
House Speaker.
As Speaker, Connors was cor-
rected several times on his parlia-
mentary procedure by Marcuss In
his position as Minority Leader of
the House. Several other student
representatives mainly from Yale
also pointed out Connor's parlia-
mentary mistakes.
At one point the student House
of Representatives was almost in
eruption and mass turmoil. Com-
menting later on some of the
parliamentary points of order,
Marcuss said that some of the
points such as asking the speaker
to address the chair were really
quite unnecessary.
OTHER CANDIDATES elected
besides Speaker Tom Connors
were Jessie Harding of St. Joseph's'
College, President of the Senate;
Al Martin of Danbury College,
Majority Leader of the House;
and Pat Checkbv of A lbertus 'Mag-
nus, Majority Leader of the Senate.
Dave Gannon of Willlmantic and
.Stan Marcuss were Minority Lea-
ders of the Senate and House re-
spectively.
Of the bills on the legislative
docket, Trinity introduced two -
a bill to redistrict the state senate
and one to prohibit discrimination
in the sale of one owner dwellings.
To. have become law both bills
would have have to pass through a
reviewing committee and then
through both branches of the stu-
dent legislature.
The redistrlcting bill was caught
in a 6-6 draw in the 13 member
Agriculture and Elections Com-
mittee (the Willlmantic member
being absent). Because a tie-vote
cannot pass a bill favorably through
committee, the bill, although not
passed out of committee unfavor-
ably, was passed out of the com-
mittee without recommendation.
Because this had the effect of
placing the bill far down on the
legislative docket, it did not conje
up for debate. The delegate who
would have been the tie breaking
voter in favor of Trinity entered
the committee room five minutes
after the vote had been taken.
The other Trinity bill to pro-
hibit discrimination in the sale of
houses passed favorably through
committee and was placed on the
(Continued on Page 7)
the "uselessness" of two of the
committees will result in the re-
duction of the number from five to
three.
Besides the Executive Committee,
and the special honor code com-
mittee, a Committee on Student
Organizations, a Committee on
Student Affairs, and a Committee
on Specifics will be called for next
week.
THE COMMITTEE on Student
Affairs headed by Senator David
Tower -will consist of Senators
Feingold, Davison, Cantrell, Free-
man, Hourihan, Schilpp, Niles,
Nelson, and Ewing. .According to
Anderson, this committee will deal
in the area of student opinion, be
involved in issues that directly
stem from the students, conduct
school • elections and plan Fresh-
man Week.
Senator Keith Watson will be the
chairman of the new Committee on
Specifics which will include Sena-
tors Bridegroom, Parsons, Mason,
Sargent, Kellner, Huskins, Ahl-
gren, Martire, and Van Sciver. It
will concentrate on major Issues
that take more,than.a week or two
before a solution is found," Ander-
son explained.
Heading the Committee on Student
Organizations will be Senate Vice-
president Richard-Schiro. Helping
him will be Senators Clark, Di-
Fazio, Swander, Gregory, Scott and
Mosher. This committee would, in
MARCH 11 - The thirteenth
annual Embassy Program which is
a campus wide discussion this year
of the problems of "Faith, Morals
and Medicine", will be held Wed-
nesday night during and after the
dinner hour.
Each fraternity, the Independents
and the freshmen will hold their
separate discussion group with a
religious leader from the Hartford
area. After dinner, each group will
gather with the leader who will in-
troduce the program with a few
remarks. It is expected that the
students and the leader will tackle
the problems of religion, ethics,
and medicine in a discussion after-
wards.
The Embassy Program began at
Trinity in 1951 after similar pro-
grams were successful at the
various New England colleges.
Bowdoin instituted the program
about thirty years ago. A group of
students at that college felt that
there was a need for relating
Christianity to everyday problems
and stimulating the interest of
more students into discussion.
The Chapel Cabinet is sponsoring
this program. They have arranged
for the fifteen religious leaders of
various faiths to attend this pro-
gram. The leaders will attend a
tea given by Chaplain and Mrs.
Moulton Thomas in Wean Lounge
before dinner.
About the topic for this year,
Anderson^s words "bring together CMpTato'Thoma^r^marked, "The
the Budget and Extra-curricular
Affairs Committee and be con-
cerned with allocating funds to
student organizations on campus."
(Continued on Page 7)
Dodd Dispels Doubts:
topic under consideration is of
significance to all students, re-
gardless of religious or. social
affiliations, and will provide the




• MARCH 8 - U. S. Senator Thomas
J. Dodd dispelled doubts tonight of
possible Democratic displeasure
over his recent anti-administration
stands and said he definitely would
be a candidate for reelection in
1964.
Speaking at the First Annual
Young Democrats' Dinner in
Mather Hall, Dodd claimed he had
never advocated a free and in-
dependent Katanga but that uni-
fication, should be brought about
by peaceful means.
Bullets, bayonets and arms must
not be substituted for diplomacy,
said the Senator and special Ken-
nedy representative in the Congo
Crisis. He argued that the news-
papers had misquoted him.
In a private cocktail party before
the dinner when asked what he was
to speak on, Dodd quipped with a
smile, "the old frontier."
In his address Dodd said he did
not know there was any contro-
versy about his liberalism. "I
thought it was understood," he
laughed noting that there is "quite
'a contrast" between the political
climate of today and that of the
days when he was president of the
Yale Young Democrats.
WITH THE Great Depression,
Dodd said, everyone discovered
that he could no longer bear
his poverty. Thus, there came
the great Roosevelt who waged the
crusade to bring the blessings of
modern living to our society, he
said.
"The Democratic Party, in solv-
ing our problems, remove's the
emotion, excitement, and idealism
from the youth of our past," Dodd
said. He warned that the Demo-
cratic Party now faces the pro-
(Continued on Page 6)
vofchig thought and a personal re-
evaluation of the problem. Here
is an opportunity and a challenge
to encounter religion on a practical
basis in order that doubts, fears,
or, illusions may be presented
and critically examined in the light
of inter-denominational theories
and views."
All fraternities except Theta Xi,
Phi Kappa Psi and Q.E.D. will
hold their discussions In the
fraternity houses. TX will meet
in Wean Lounge, Phi Kappa Psi
in Hamlin and Q.E.D. in the Old
Cave. Brownell will hold their
discussion at their house. The
freshmen will split into three
groups and meet in Washington
Room, Alumni Lounge and the
Senate Room. The Independents
will gather in Elton Lounge.
The religious leaders parti-
cipating in the program are The
Reverends Richard Foley, Eugene
(Continued on Page 7)
Marcuss Awarded
Marshall Fellowship
Stanley J. Marcuss, Jr. '63, has
been awarded a Marshall Scholar-
ship which will enable him to study
abroad for two years.
Marcuss has chosen to attend
Peter Housr College at Cambridge
University in England where he
will earn his B.A. degree in econo-
mics.
While most recipients of Marshall
Scholarships pursue graduate
work, Marcuss has selected under-
graduate studies because he feels
their advantages are better. Also,
according to Marcuss, under-
graduate work in England is quite
advanced and is the equivalent of
graduate work in the United States.
Marcuss is one of 24 Marshall
Scholars picked annually from col-
lege graduates across the country.
The scholars are selected by five
U. S. regional committees accord-
ing to intellectual promise. This
year's winners come from eighteen
U. S. campuses, led by Stanford's
three and Harvard's-|two.
The Marshall Scholarships were
established by the British govern-
ment ten years ago as a gesture to
the United States. They are named




MARCH 10 - "The one truth
that can redeem and. save this
beatnik world is the guidance of the
eternal God," Rev. Harry S.Long-
ley, Canon Missionary for the Epis-
copal Diocese of Pennsylvania,
said at Chapel Vespers tonight.
"I see no confusion in what Je-
sus taught," 'Rev. Longley con-
tinued. "He taught us not to trust
ourselves but to turn to God."
Rev. Longley accused the beat
generation of prophesying the doom
of the human race through nu-
clear disaster.
"I see today as the dawn of man's
civilization, not the doom," he went
on. "Science has not failed,but
man has; science is not evil but
man is," he said. "Science and
faith in the guidance of God should
go forth together. The evil al-
ways fails, the pride of man al-
ways fails, and the meek do in-
herit the earth," Rev. Longley
said.
He criticized those who advo-
cated dialectic, pragmatic, and ex-
pedient theories of existence,"This
has been the last straw grasped
at by dying civilizations, because
they have, forgotten God, This is
man, the human animal with all
his hates and pride, refusing the
guidance which he must have," Rev.
Longley emphasized.
This growing belief in the world,
of the post-modern man is advo-
cated by those who no longer have
faith in absolutes, who have re-
placed "the old dogmatism with a
(Continued on Page 7)
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To be announced next week. Watch the bulletin boards
Rules: 1. Contest open to all undergraduates of Trinity College
- 2. Each bottom flap submitted of Marlbo.ro, Parliament, Al-
pine, Philip Morris Regular ol Commander will have, a value
oC one point.
3. Closing Date-. April 30: Time-. 3:30 p.m.: Location: Elton
Lounge.
A Sealed bids must be submitted by 3:00 p.m. to the College
' Post Office—Box 373. '
5. Entries will not be accepted after closing time, and flaps
must be submitted in packages of 50 in such a manner that
they are visible to the judges.
6. N'o entries less than 200 package bottoms will be considered.
Wliti Wins: The prizes will lie awarded to the three individuals.
groups or fraternities who submit the highest number
of points. First Prize to the greatest, etc.
Get on the BRANDWAGON ... it's lots of fun!
GOING HOME •?
Why not save time, money and effort by
letting me handle all of your Spring
Vacation travel arrangements?
Over 300 Trinity students und faculty members already take
ad vantage of our many services, so why don't you?
For plane, train, steamship, or bus reservations or tickets
anywhere call:
David M. Shields
Davis-Jacobs Travel Service, Inc.
(Connecticut's oldest and largest travel agency.)
242 TRUMBULL STREET
HARTFORD 3, CONN.
246-7231 (office) 527-8940 (home)
Peter Mellon, left, as the Juvenile Lead,
stands guard for Conrad Van der Schroeff
the Heavy Lead, in Saturday night's per-
formance of Michel de Ghelderode's
"Three Actors and their Drama."
Jesters' Presentation of Two Comedies
Falls Below Players' Usual Standard
by ALFRED C. BURFEIND
March 9 - The Jesters presented
tonight what potentially could have
been an extremely worthwhile eve-
ning of drama and comedy.
The evening, however, turned out
to be merely an entertaining one,
as the Jesters were not up to
their usual degree of excellence.
The first play, Michel de Gheld-
erode's "Three Actors and their
Drama," is a nasty little thing
in which the theater and reality
become identical, with the result
that the actors cannot escape from
their roles, and the non-actors
(the Author and the Prompter)
commit suicide and Join a mon-
astery, respectively.
As presented, the play was a
comedy. However, it appears that
"Three Actors" was designed, to
be a comedy only in part, since
the haziness of the play-within-
a-play suggests a theme which
is more serious than the play's
comic structure implies.
In the first dramatic scene, De
Ghelderode points to what his play
could be: the Author's play is
•great, says the Juvenile Lead, but
the audience will not understand
it; the actors themselves have
performed the play too many times
in other forms, and will perform
the Author's play only once more.
The Author's play is a bad one.
It is full of exaggerations, trite
phrases, anachronisms, classic
misuses of dramatic technique,
and other theatrical errors which
are so obvious as to be only
comic. The plot of the Author's
play is that of the eternal t r i -
angle, ending in triple suicide.
The triangle, we find, exists as
well for the actors. The Heavy
Lead (Conrad Van der Schroeff)
is actually being deceived by his
wife, the Ingenue (Gerta Schwartz),
who is in love with the Juvenile
Lead (Peter Mellon). As this tri-
angle is'realized, the actors drop
the lines of the Author's play, as
given by the Prompter (Ray Drate),
and pick up on their own, attempt-
ing, as they have been taught, to
finish out their own drama in the
style of the theater.
The conclusion of their play is
identical to the conclusion of the
Author's play. They attempt a
triple suicide, which1 fails comic-
ally. Atter resolving that they
have no choice but to continue
acting, and as they take their
bows, they hear the noise of the
Author's suicide, which is suc-
cessful.
The play considers the question of
the relationship between the actors
and the play. Is their own con-
cept of real'ty determined by that
which is presented on stage? Is
this theatrical reality consistent
with theatrical reality?
These questions are implicit in
"Three Actors" and unfortunately
the Jesters did not bring1 them
out sufficiently in tonight's per-
formance.
The comedy, as performed, was
excellently done, but all of the
performers found it difficult to
change from their comic parts
to their more serious ones. Many
of, the comic elements in the play
were maintained by the wrong
characters at the wrong times.
Van der Schroeff could not give the
appearance of being old; the Ju-
NEW SPRING COLLECTION
Open Friday evenings 'til 9 p.m.
46 LaSalle Road, West Hartford
venile Lead did not appear so
juvenile, and the Ingenue was, most
of the time, not very ingenuous.
Bill Eakins, as the Author, was
miscast. He could not sustain the
difficult, emotions which the author
was to have.
After the initial scene, the play
was lively and humorous:perhaps
more so than it should have been.
George Courteline's "Hold On,
Hortense!" though not as good a
play as De Chelderode's, was the
more successful, primarily be-
cause of the acting talents of
Wilbur Hawthorne.
The play itself is short and simple
in structure: a man about to be
evicted by a hard-hearted landlord
gets the better of the landlord
due to an exception in the- law
which, ironically , the landlord
thought was firmly on his side.
"Hortense" is a bright play, with
a delicate humor based on para-
dox, puns, and the forward-re-
verse commands to Hortense to
"give birth." '
Hawthorne, as the landlord Sau-
matre, looking very much l;ke the
singer Sinatra, carried his part,
and the play, well.
The rest of the cast, however,
found it difficult to escape from
their everyday lives as students,
with the exception of Hortense
(Mary Ann Przbyclen) , who did
a fine portrayal of a woman laden
with joy.
The chorus of workmen (John
Westney, Fred ' Knier, James
Landis, and Eli Karson) were amu-
sing at first, but not unpredictable
enough to remain so. Dave Galaty,
as La Brige, the tenant, was most
successful in appearance, but less
so in speech.
In both plays, the Jesters could
not overcome the acoustical bar-
rier imposed by the Washington
Room. Too often, talking loudly
became shouting, and diction, nec-
essarily, became either inaudible
or two forced and punctuated to
appear natural.
Tonight's performances were at
least amusing, and at best, prop-
•erly hilarious, fill of the Jesters
deserve credit for a production
which, though not professional, was
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'A Psychological Game' by Robert O. Stuart
'Toward An Irrelevant
Philosophical Understanding 9
The concept "NEGRO" has gained
wide attention in the past few years,
or so it seems. Yet, ironically,
the concept "NEGRO" does not:
"exist," it is an unreal abstrac-
tion—it exists only as an ideol-
ogy, either when supported or
attacked. Thus, its opponents, by
admitting the reality of the con-
cept (albeit unconscious), are mis-
taken before they say anything--
they are attacking a lie, believing
in its authenticity. Yet this is not
to relegate the concept itself to
the otiose, for in actuality it is a
positive detriment.
The best procedure now would be
to define one's terms. But if one
attempts to define what he means
by "the concept 'NEGRO'," the un-
reality of it is seen precisely in
that he cannot in fact delimit it.
The reader, however, might now
object that positing the existence
of a "concept 'NEGRO'"/is in itself
unreal, irrelevant, or absurd. But
this objection would be a sophism,
for one cannot deny the existence
of civil rights organizat;ons, free-
dom movements, the supreme
court order of 1954, and the Phila-
delphia selective patronage carn-
paign--for examples. And these
groups, activities, and events, al-
though not in themselves the "con-
cept 'NEGRO'," usually exist _In
terms of the concept, • and neces-
sarily are mistakenly established.
We can define the term
"ideology," in the specific sense,
as a set of ideas serving the
vested interests of a particular
individual or group; thus, much as
the psychological process of
rationalization, involving a dis-
torted view of reality. In showing
that the supporters and the
attackers of particular manifesta-
tions of the "universal" concept are
maintaining an ideology, then, we
will be further defining terms on
the one hand, and leading to an in-
telligible awareness of the concept
on the other.
For clarity, let us orient our dis-
cussion around the relative (using
the term advisedly) example of a
"liberal" college student who, for
a variety of reasons, has become
concerned about sometimes appar-
ent discrimination. Necessarily,
even though he knows very little
about the nature of discrimination
and prejudice or the self-aware-
ness of those discriminated against
(no one knows more than very
little), he must have some
"ordered" understanding1 in his own
mind. This is the beginning of the
concept for him (and which will
be different from everyone else's).
For any number of reasons, he
becomes actively involved, but as
his understanding is limited and
unreal, his practical involvement
is on his own terms. In time,
however, the awareness (most
likely unconscious) of the dis-
crepancy between the concept and
reality becomes manifest and the
maintenance of the c6ncept and





might now ask why the individual
would not correct his thinking
in accordance with experience ra-
ther than maintain an ideology.
This question has no simple ans-
wer, but many psychological proc-
esses plus the ingrained nature of
this concept serve to enslave his
mind. Very simply, the conditions
are disappointment in oneself ac-i
cording to a lofty ethic (which was
unreal), and resignation about
doing anything. Not early resigna-
tion, but after the profound disap-
pointment of experience. The buoy-
and abstractions—the intellectual,
unreal, concept "NEGRO"- ward
off pain and uneasy conscience.
A definite element of Justification
is present.
The individual who deals with the
concept from a dissenting per-
spective is equally caught in
ideology. Very few people attack
the concept or the ideology pre-
cisely for being an unreal concept
or an ideology; rather, they argue,
within the concept and from their
own ideology, about very specific
manifestations of the concept, such
as, "I don't agree with freedom
rides because...." Again, Justifi-
cation is often an important
element.
Basically (to sum), the experience
of involvement -within the confines
of a given structure of ethic (from
the fconcept "NEGRO"),, under the
impetus of any number of values,
may not (in consideration of the
silence from which the. involve-
ment ensues and the character, if
it be genuine, it assumes)- be
contained in a theory of aesthetics,
nor in a doctrine of man perse, nor,
even, in a theory of history. All
these are ehsuant to the" commit-
ment except in so far as they
educate the event itself. This, then,
is not to say that the structure of
the ethic has become inadequate
for the experience which suppos-
edly generated it, nor that the
ethic has been in some manner
satisfied (assuming it was effective
initially), but that the nature of the
experience from which the involve-
ment obtained did not deserve the
ethic.
The question, then, Is where does
this leave us? Perhaps with the
rejection of all predicates applied
to the word "Negro." Perhaps
with the recognition that as soon
as one attempts to talk in terms
beyond the one' man (who is a
Negro--which. can mean nothing
more than that he is a Negro)
whom one knows, one is dealing in
fantasy or in an unreal abstraction.
But the objection to this will stand
"true;" it is a practical impossibil-
ity; it is absurd. The concept











"Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.
Conn.General Life Ins.Co. (Sum-
mer Program)
New Milford Board of Education
Worcester Telegram
Friday, March 15
Conn.Bank & Trust Co. (Summer
Program)
Monday, March 18
Merril Lynch, Pierce,Fenner &
Smith









it's now a fact: ©very Ford-built car in '63 has self-adjustings braises
"Give us a brake," Ford Motor Company engineers were told, "tha't
will automatically compensate for lining wear whenever an adjustment
is needed-and make it work for the entire life of the lining." ' , •
Tough assignment—but not insurmountable. Today, not only does
every Ford-built car boast self-adjusting brakes (Falcon extra-duty
bus-type wagons excluded), but the design is so excellent that adjust-
ments can be made more precisely than by hand.
This ford-pioneered concept is not complex. Key to it is a simple
mechanism which automatically maintains proper clearance between
brake drum and lining.
Self-adjustment takes place when the brakes are applied'while backing
up. This adjustment normally occurs but once in several hundred
miles of driving. The brake pedal stays up, providing full pedal
reserve for braking.
Another assignment completed—and another example of how Ford
Motor Company provides engineering leadership for the American Road.
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
WHBRBE BNGIHHBRgHO UEADBR&Htt*
BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUILT CARS
'inhussy ^ embassy '63 embassy '63
EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY,. MARCH 12, 1963
Embassy Discussion
Embassy this year is a discussion of
"Faith, Morals and Medicine" as seen by
the college community and fifteen, reli-
gious leaders from the Hartford area.
These men will spend Wednesday eve-
ning leading discussions with the frater-
nities, the independents and the fresh-
men and answering questions on the mor-
al implications of some of the recent me-
dical advances.
Medicine is advancing. New treat-
ments, new preventions, new methods
of regulating abnormalities are becom-
ing fact faster than we can or care to
comprehend. With these advances comes
relief for uncountable millions of suf-
ferers, but with these advances come
problems'which never have arisen before.
If this week's Embassy program does
nothing else, at least it might clarify
what these problem are and show just
how far we are from adequate solu-
tions.
In an era where even the controlling
of heredity is conceivable, it took the
tragedies of thalidomide to point out the
inconsistencies in our laws to relieve
suffering. The government is taking
steps to stop the use of drugs which
have not been thoroughly tested. There
has been no action taken on two other
aspects of the thalidomide tragedies,
euthanasia and abortion.
The Question here is not medical. It
is a religious and moral one; when is a
human being really a human being. A
leading1 obstetrician in Hartford rejects
completely the idea of terminating a
nregnancv. He considers a fetus to be a
human being the moment it is conceived.
To him. terminating a pregnancy is mur-
dering a human being. His contention is
that the examples of cases which in-
volve chon îno- between a mother and her
.unborn child are no longer true since
mothers are completing pregnancies
suecessfullv today with severe heart dis-
eases and kidney trouble, ailments which
in the past were used as reasons for
therapeutic abortions.
Others contend that birth is the start-
ing point of life- They can thus logically
advocate abortion and birth control as
necessary steps to be taken in so(me
cases, steps which do not violate our ac-
cented concepts of the intrinsic value of
human life.
Faith, morals and medicine are inter-
twined. When medicine outraces the
other two, problems arise.
An exteme example of this occurrence
with the horror which follows is the per-
fection bv the Unive.rsitv of Washington
Medical School of an artificial kidney for
victims of t'remic poisoninff and congest-
t.ivfi heart: failure due to end-staffe kid-
ney disease' Patients are attached * for
eijrht hours twice a week to this mach-
ine which drains their bodies of wastes. =
This machine, the only one onerable. can
care for five patients-. The disease kills
about 100,000 people in the United States
each year. '
According to a LIFE magazine report,
the patients were selected individually by
"The Admissions and Policies Committee
of the Seattle Artificial Kidney Center
at Swedish Hospital." This committee
of seven was chosen by Seattle's King
County Medical Society. Only one physic-
ian is on the committee. The others are
, P. lawyer, a minister, a banker, a house-
wife an official of state government and
a labor leader. They serve voluntarily,
without pay and andnymously
Their criteria of decision aie few, for
there are no rules which society can use
to decide who shall live and who shall die
among the innocent.
The surgeon summarized his feelings
thus: "Being a medical man, I sometimes
hear it via the grapevine when a patient
whom we have passed over dies. Each
time this happens there always comes
a feeling1 of deep regret, and then that
dreadful doubt—perhaps we chose the
wrong1 man. One can just never face
these situations without feeling a little
sick inside • . ."
It takes a man with deeply rooted mor-
al and religious convictions to sit on a
board such as this for any length of time
and not lose his faith in God and his
faith in man. It takes a man who can
place his trust in the infinite love and
tmercv of a syreater power who gives life
and takes it away.
A less horrifying aspect of man's de-
cisions over life and death is exemplified
in a. bill now before the Connecticut
Legislature to offer stray dogs to hos-
pitals and medical orhools for research
purposes. The Anti-Vivesection Lea one
and scores of doc-lovers throughout the
state are nrotestinor the sacrificing" of
"man's best friends" for research, while
doctors are arguinsr that this type of re-
search is essential for medical advance-
ment and studies.
The Embassy topic is broad, perhans
too broad for the questions presented
are numerous with manv aspects and
problems, and many barriers to over-
come, some religious, some moral and
some legal.
There are two sides to consider on each
probletm- In many ways, both sides are
right. There is the Catholic Church's "ban
on any apparatus or information at-
tempting to hinder the reproduction of
offsprings of narents, the function which
it believes is the most important in (mar-
riage relations. There is also the evi-
dence that birth control is contributing
to the economic stability of Japan and
woulct, according to many, be of invalu-
able service to such nations as India
where the large population is among the
most immediate problems, and there is
the tragic case of a mother in Belgium
who was found not guilty of the murder
of her deformed child, a murder she ad-
mitted.
There will be many separate discus-
sions this Wednesday evening in many
different places involving many differ-
ent people. We hope that their efforts
will-not be forgotten but will be carried
further so that the results of each in-
dividual discussion will be made known
to the rest of the campus. We recom-
mend that every effort be made to ar-
range a meeting of representatives of
the the various groups with the Chapel
Cabinet to present the results of the
studies and perhaps correlate the find-
. ings into one publication. The TRIPOD
would be willing* to work with the Chapel
Cabinet in an undertaking of this sort-
• It must be understood by everyone
involved that the answers to many of the
anticipated questions of the discussions
do not merely involve a 'yes or no.' The
man who answers in this manner ques-
tions such as birth control, euthanasia,
abortion medical testing or who should
live and who should die is not a man
whose opinions can be respected, for it
is only through careful consideration of
all the aspects of each individual problem
that intelligent answers can be develop-
ed.
I was at first perplexed
when asked by the TRIP0D
to write an article Qn fhe
above topic. My only contact
with medicine has been a year-
ly visit to my doctor; and,
since everyone considers him-
self an authority on m o r a / s j
could not hope to say anything
convincing on that subject. As
for faith: ,the ]ess sajd the
better. Happily j wgg rescued
from my quandary by the {oI.
lowing manuscript sent to me
I fy- M u fr'end MadameHedwig Weibhche ot the Or.
gone Academy of America_ u
was written by a visi(or fTQm
the Alpha Centauri system
who has been studying- this
planet and c0Untry whiIe on a
grant from the 0 . 4 . of A It
1S ,PBrt °^ a 'eng-f-y report
his colleagues in" sZ^fill
years. I would not, of course,
Personally asso-
of non-rational earth beings, nor
is the existence of beings on other
planets (such as ourselves) ever
considered. Only humans are made
in the image of God, and only those
made in the image of God have
souls.)
There are many different beliefs
about the nature of God, and much
ill-will has attended these differ-
ences. Millions of humans have
been killed by their fellow humans
because they differed from their
killers in their beliefs about the
attributes of God or about what God
wants humans to do. These beliefs,


























ciated with si] of
ments made by the ^'{\
taurian, some of
be immoral Or b,asphemous
were it not for their charming
naivete. My own views
questions are much
anced. However, r f0Und the
report interesting and rglevant
to the ass.gned topic, and I
therefore submit it to your
judgment. (I have markpd7e
letions from the original'manu-
script with asterisks.)
Myron G. Anderson
, Assistant ProfesSo i . o f
Philosophy
inhabitants
reward or punish an humans a er
they are dead accorSTo
thoughts and behavior while
How God is to
human being j s c
question. Usually tho







much human misery, are generally
unsupported by evidence. Whatever
evidence is adduced for them is so
ridiculously poor that I shall not
waste time discussing it. This does
not bother the humans; indeed,
many of them claim that the less
evidence there is for a belief the
more meritorious is the belief in
the eyes of God. It would not be
exaggerating to say that humans
are most committed to those
beliefs for which they have no
evidence. They are so committed
that they are prepared to injure
or kill anyone who challenges their
unsupported beliefs. A person who
believes without evidence is said
to have 'faith', which is a very good
thing according to the human scale
of values. Those who have faith are
those who have 'religion', also a
very good thing.
AS I HAVE already indicated,
there are many different religions
on earth, each of which is differen-
tiated from the others according to
the beliefs it holds about God. Each
religion prescribes to its ad-
herents how God is to be obeyed and
'worshipped'. Worship is a cere-
mony in which the worshipper is
supposed to feel very close to
God. In worship the worshipper
'prays'; that is, he thanks God for
what he takes to be gifts from God
and asks God for more gifts. These
gifts would be anything whatever
that has pleased the worshipper,
including the suffering or death of
anyone who has a different religion.
According to some, God is to be
worshipped by being eaten. This is
brought about as follows: those
humans who supervise the worship
perform a 'miracle' ( any event
sufferineUf V°U accePt human life knowing that you were
s n ' °m cancer?
tunes and V d°es !t mean to be "dead" with functioninga Pumping heart?
more illnel "* '* ' " our institli-tions that produces more andi s among our people?
of life? y IS sickness used as an escape from the harshness
at leaning in life is there for a mental defective?
is immin7 '°"S shou!d huma" life be prolonged when death
°u!d the patient know the truth about his condition?
°uld Jjfe £e terminated for physical reasons?
fering? perm'ssible to make a fortune on another's suf-
at is the ethical problem involved in fee-splitting?
process? " Pan does fa'th .'" God PlaV in the healing
12) In
sense is Jesus Christ the great physician?
13) Why ,-, , .
called "Wan •(• WidesPread use of alcohol and other so-
science? qu'luers'' an expression of the distrust of con-'
is the abod* 't meant bY the statement: ''a mental hospital
ue °f the "self-condemned"?
smoking "J'"8 tile relationship between lung cancer and
Why? ' ° y°U teei that sm<>king is an ethical problem?
•issy '63 emlxissy "63 embassy '63 embassy '63 embassy '63
:h can only be believed, not
irstood) and transform bread
wine into the body and blood of
which is then ingested by the
shippers. Others either modify
great sublety or else reject
belief. Much human blood has
I shed because of it. Whether or
this God-ingestion is included,
ship involves a statement by the
shipper of what he believes
it God (a confession of faith)
;h may or may not be accom-
ied by music.
ose humans who supervise the
ship of the various religions
ost invariably claim to know not
' what type of worship is pleas-
to God but also what type of
iuct God otherwise expects of
images. This information they
lmunicate to their coreligion-
and with varying degrees of
cess force them to conform to
s
ir interpretations of the will of
i. Their success is ensured
sn they have the support of the
•litical authorities' of theeoun-
. (A political authority is *****
,**********_) Then even those
0 are not their coreligionists
1 compelled to conform under
in of imprisonment or worse. In
i United States it is claimed that
i worship supervisors are not
pported by the political author-
es, but this seems to be a false
lim. In other countries there is
is hypocrisy and less political
pport for religion. At one
litical extreme there are coun-
involuntary life termination is
understandable, one can but wonder
Why the humans consider the un-
born as murderable. fin unborn
human is not an actual but a
"possible" human; and one can only
murder actual beings, not possible
ones. The concern of the worship
supervisors over the threat to
possible lives would be better di-
rected toward the threats to actual
lives posed by dangerous preg-
nancies, not to speak of the un-
stable political-military situation.
ON OUR planet the individual is
free to terminate his life or to
have his life terminated whenever
he wishes. The dignity of our race
demands this freedom of voluntary
life termination. Strange as it may
sound, the human worship super-
visors detest this as much as vol-
untary pregnancy termination.
When questioned they offer three
reasons for this detestation. In the
first place, they argue that volun-
tary life termination is self-
murder. To us'self-murder'would
be a contradiction in terms, for
murder would have to be of some-
one other than oneself. I therefore
despair of explaining this reason.
Secondly, they argtie that life is
a gift of God, and that no human
therefore has the right to tamper
with this gift.
Assuming that it is such a gift,
I wonder why they are certain that
God did not1 also provide them with
the gift of the right to do with their
lives as they please. (One is
tempted to accuse the worship
supervisors of inconsistency, for
they do support punitive killing and
war; but my human friends tell me
that this is an 'ad hominem' argu-
md
Medicine
ies where religion is directly
jposed by the authorities. These
•e called 'Communist' countries,
any in the United States believe
at it would be better to have no
iman race at all than to have a.
wernment hostile to religion;
ley are prepared to use thermo-
jclear, chemical, and bacterio-
ifjical weapons in order to ensure
nt the correct alternative is
elected. When the matter is looked
t objectively one finds many re-
emblances between Communist
overnments and religions, so it
'ould seem that much of the reli-
ious opposition to the Communists
s nothing buis a continuation of the
raditional enmity among rival re-
igions,
*******************
In the field of medicine a number
f practical questions arise to
/hich the worship supervisors
ave seen fit to dictate answers,
nany of which have been accepted
•nd enforced by the political
liithorities in the United States.
On our planet the female Is free
o have her pregnancy terminated
whenever she pleases; this is not
rue of the United . States' where
pregnancy termination is consid-
;red a terrible crime. This is so
sven in cases where the female
i/as forced into pregnancy as the
•esult of sexual violation, where
he continuation of the pregnancy
sndangers the health and very life
)f the female, and where the off-
spring will almost certainly prove
.o be severely handicapped if not a
nonster. Such' an incredible
ittitude is difficult to explain. It
seems to arise in part from the
/lew that God dislikes non- virginal
females and would therefore dis-
approve of any efforts to alleviate
their sufferings. It also arises
from the view that pregnancy ter-
mination involves the 'murder'
(tl̂ t is, involuntary life termina-
tion) of an unborn human being.
(Note: According to many worship
supervisors the souls of those
who are conceived but not born
are condemned to everlasting
punishment by God, who is also
sak! to love all humans. Such a
combination of views is obviously
nonsensical, so comment is un-
necessary.) While opposition to
ment and is not relevant to this
issue.) Finally, they argue that if
the principle of voluntary life
termination is accepted, then in-
voluntary life termination for the
hopelessly handicapped and other
minority groups will soon follow.
Why this should be so I fail to see.
Recognition of the right of volun-
tary life termination would only
enhance the dignity of human life
and make involuntary life termina-
tion appear even more abhorrent.
On our planet the right of the male
and female to engage in sexual re-
lations for the sake of pleasure
alone is unquestioned. Should they
wish to create new life, this is
their privilege; but no stigma at-
taches to those who practice con-
ception selectivity no matter what
their motives. While not all of the
religions in the United States are
in exact agreement on the question
of conception selectivity, there
seems to be an underlying agree-
ment on this: that sexual relations
are not "intrinsically" good, but
must be justified by the ulterior
ends they serve. Indeed, one could
iwith some justification draw the
conclusion that the worship super-
visors consider sexual relations
intrinsically "bad", although in
certain highly circumscribed cir- •
cumstances they may be tolerated.
Just why they give sexual relations
such a dubious status is a com-
plicated question. I believe it has
something to do with their belief
in the soul, which they think is
in danger of being corrupted by its
sojourn in the body and especially
by sexual relations. At any rate,
sexual relations are valued only as
means to ends. These ends are
varied. According to some worship
supervisors such relations are
justified adequately if they sustain
or increase the stability of 'mar-
riage' -- and thus the stability
of the country. (Marriage is a
peculiar earth custom in some
ways like our own companionhood.
Yet there are major differences,
**************** sexual relations
outside of marriage are un- •
iversally condemned by the
worship supervisors, which is a
good indication of the negative
attitude toward sexual relations I
mentioned earlier.)
OTHER RELIGIONS believe that
such relations are justified only if
no 'artificial' means are employed
for the purpose of conception se-
lectivity, for conception is believed
to be the proper end of sexual re-
lations. 'Natural' (as opposed to
artificial) means of conception se-
lectivity would consist in con-
tinence during the female's fertile
period. What is natural is good and
what is artificial is bad according
to these religions. The difficulty
here is to understand what 'natural'
means. To judge from their use of
this term the worship supervisors
mean by 'natural' anything not
modified by human practical
intelligence. If this is a correct
interpretation, then we must ask
why methods of conception selec-
tivity which are unnatural in the
sense defined are condemned while
other human practices which are
unnatural in the sense defined are
not condemned. The religions in-
volved would seem to be in the
position of condemning human
practical intelligence, yet this is
a conclusion they would surely re- .
pudiate. The more one studies
their arguments, the more be-
wildered one becomes. One is
led to conclude that they are be-
1 wildered too.
On our planet a childless couple
who are childless not by choice
but because they are physically
unable to produce offspring have
before them the alternatives of
adoption, medically aided preg-
nancy (called 'artificial' in-
semination' on earth), and extra.-
companionate pregnancy. The situ-
ation is similar on earth; however,
there is much religious opposition
to the latter two alternatives. Two
varieties of artificial insemination
are employed: AID (artificial in-
semination in which the male seed
is supplied by a donor) and AIH
(artificial insemination in which
the male seed is supplied by the
husband). NID is ruled out as. im-
moral by all the religions. In this
they are supported by their hus-
bands, who adopt apeculiar propri-
etary attitude toward their wives.
This attitude derives in part from
a pastoral period in human history
in which males owned females as
they owned cattle. It is difficult
for us to appreciate such feelings;
yet they exist, (Among us they
would indicate some nervous dis-
order. Indeed, some astute humans
are willing to grant that patho-
logical conditions can be traced to
them.) Consequently, only AID and
AIH are ever considered. While the
worship supervisors approve of
AIH, though some insist that the
male seed be obtained only by
natural means, there is general
opposition to AID. This opposition,
like that to NID, is based on the
proprietary attitude mentioned
above. Even though there are in-
dications that some husbands are'
not as atavistic as most, the
worship supervisors are in opposi-
tion. One further facet of this pro-
blem is that children born as the
result of AID are considered
'illegitimate'. (There is no equiva-
lent for this term in our language,
which is just as well.) This means
that they suffer from various social
and legal prejudices. It is true that
some religions deplore this fact,
but it is also true that there is a
basis for such prejudice in most
of the religions. ***************
Despite their folly, despite their
cruelties to each other, the human
race contains potentialities for
much good. As should be evident
from my report, these po-
tentialities are dormant if not per-
verted. It. is apity, for humans are
our nearest intelligent neighbors.
We, the inhabitants of Eden, must
resume our search of the universe
for our kindred, for humans in
their present shameful condition
are kin to nothing except ignorance,
fear, and superstitution.
Assistant. Professor of Phi-
losophy Myron G. Anderson
was awarded a B.A. and an
M.A. from Minnesota in 1951
and 19S4. He received his
Ph.D. from Brown University
in 1959. Professor Anderson, a
member of Phi Beta Kappa,
was appointed to the faculty in
1956.
In Hartford Hospital, as in hospitals and homes a!
over the world, the complicated problems of fai th, morals
and medicine are becoming more sharply defined, as new
medicines and methods raise questions without answers.
(Courant Photo I
1. According to the Department of
Labor, you're worth over $350,000
as soon as you get your sheepskin.
That's theoretical, of course.
I didn't even know the
Department was tliinling
about me.
2. The way they figure it, that
$350,000 is how much the
• average college graduate will
earn by the time ho retires,
I'll take ii rig] i( now
in a lump sum. Would
I live! Penthouse. Yacht.
Horn burg. The works.
8. As an Eco major, I feel obliged to
tell you what would happen to
that bundle. First, Uncle Sum
would help himself to abou 1290 Gs.
With the going rate for penthouses,
your life's earnings would disappear
in one year.
YouVe ruined my day.
4. Since you'd be only 22, you
couldn't qualify for Social
Security. You'd have to go




. Fortunately, there's a way out
for you.
Tell me—tell me.
Well, you won't be getting all that
money in one year. You'll be get-
ting some of it each year, at a much
lower tax rate. What you should do is
put aside a certain amount of it.
. Put some money iino uiish
insurance, the kind they call
Living Insurance at Equitable.
II gives your wife anil kids solid
protection and i.l w<\ cs for.you
automatically— builds a cash
loml you can use lor retire--
ment or any othi r purpose.
You Eco gi)).s have
aJI theansweis.
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of- the United St.iies <cl 41!>
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, Ne«'|iiAih- 19, J ^
See your Placement Officer for further infovr.->::iion
«r write to William E. Blevins, Employment Manager
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Mem of becoming a "prisoner
of the past."
Dodrt said the candidate of today
cannot be concerned with personal
interests but with responsibility
and the will to wade against popular
opinion when necessary.
To questions fired at him after
the short talk. Senator Dodd broke
with many Connecticut politicians
and said he definitely does not favor
voting at the age of eighteen.
Dodd favored stern economic
sanctions on Cuba but said that we
must continue armament talks
always hoping- for a chance to reach
an agreement with the Com-
munists.
However, any nuclear test ban
agreement must,provide for suit-
able inspection, said Dodd who
claimed to have reports from nu-
clear scientist Edward Teller
stating that our detection devices
were not at all capable of providing
us with suitable information about
Soviet tests.
Dodd said he proposes to intro-
duce a bill to give college stu-
dents $1,200 tax exemptions for
educational expenses. To other
queries the Senator said lie favors
a 30 per cent tax cut with a cor-
responding decrease in govern-
ment spending but does not favor
foreign aid which builds up enemy
armies and forces the Li. S. tax-
payer to again pay for increases
in U, S. military expenses.
In an introductory talk Hartford
Mayor Glynn called Dodd a
"liberal" in the true sense of the
word. Glynn defined a "liberal"
as one who takes positions he
believes right even though he may
offend many people, one who com-
ments from principle and not from
the people around him, a man who
is an American first and a Demo-
crat second.
Seated at the head table besides
Dodd, Glynn, Young Democrat
President Tom Marshall, and
master of ceremonies Robert
Schwartz were several other
democrats including Connecticut
Young Democrats' President Ri-
chard Seidman, former chairman
of the Hartford Board of Education
Dr. George Cooper, and candidate
for the West Hartford Board of
Education, Registrar Thomas
Smith.




During William Lederer's recent
lecture here at Trinity one of the
editors of the Hartford COURANT
stood up and said that the type of
article his newspaper printed was
based on reader preference polls.
In other words, the COURANT,
like most U. S. news media, gives
the reader what he wants, no more,
no less.
This implies that newspapers will
tend to try to win and keep readers
by playing up pet images news-
readers have of themselves and
others.
That newspapers should do this
makes sense if they have any de-
sire to stay in business. But the
result of this sytem is that, in the
long run, papers tend to create a
false image on a subject to satisfy
their readers in whom they pro-







Premium-priced imported hops, blended with fine domestic
strains, are part of the secret of that refreshing Budweiser taste.
One more of the seven special things we do to make your
enjoyment of Budweiser even greater!
KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA
Catering To Public Taste?
perity. They assume that theirNewspapers are a public service,
but nothing like the 18J7 Interstate
Commerce Commission Act was
needed to keep them responsible
for their actions. They can be con-
trolled by being sued 'in court
whenever they print libelous or in-
correct articles. That works to
keep reporting on U. S. internal
situations "honest". But it breaks
down on foreign coverage. Because
of legal and monetary considera-
tions, foreigners cannot take a
news media to court every time
an "error" appears in print. One
can therefore assume that since
there is hardly any control over
foreign news coverage, it will be
colored.
Vtry definitely a false picture
of "the outside" does exis^.
Felix Greene in his lecture told
us that, "We have kept our heads
in the sand," on Chinese affairs
and that the view we have of China
is far from correct. In a recent
T. V. interview, three foreign
students were asked their opinions
of the U. S. coverage of world
affairs. An African on the panel
stated that reports from his area
of the world are all too often un-
true. An European said that U. S.
foreign news was often mislead-
ingly exaggerated. The third man
accused the press of presenting
one-sided pictures of foreign situ-
ations.
U. S. readers generally admit,
that U. S. foreign coverage is
not as accurate as local cover-
age, but they seem to do relatively
little about it. E. H. Carr 's NEW
SOCIETY makes some suggestions
which help explain why this is so:
Compared to the rest of the world
in the last 180 years, the United
States probably has the best record
for good government. It is also the
most prosperous nation in the
world. The logical conclusion from
these two pre-conditions must be
that the Americans have the best
political and economic systems in
the world.
Americans who think that tend to
forget three extraordinary pre-
conditions that made this possible:
1) The U. S, profited from the ideas
and experiments of England and
Europe. The U. S. also had a large
experience in governing before
they became an independent nation.
2) No country in the world has been
so Incredibly endowed with natural
wealth as the United States has. 3)
The geographic position of the U.S.
allowed it to stay out of inter-
national affairs until it chose to
become involved in them.
These pre-conditions, found in
no other country, assured America
peace and prosperity. Americans
all too often forget these pre-
conditions and take sole credit
for the existing peace and pros-




A unique summer employment op-
portunity with challenging career pos-
sibilities, limited only by your ambi-
tion and ability, with a well-estab-
lished international organization, is
available to ail undergraduates.
Work this summer in one of the
1600 branches of the SINGER Sewing
Machine Company near your home.
Gain valuable business experience
while earning salary pins commission.
Your potential abilities will be de-
veloped by our proven training pro-
firam.
Successful men who wish to finance
their education may continue on a
part-time basis during school term.
All successful men will be given a
graduation career opportunity.
Eleven Student Recruits In the Unl-
led States will receive a $3(10 scholar-
ship from the Company.
For personal interview, write, stat-
ing rmme and location of college,
nron of desired employment, course




New York 20, New York
Attn: l\Tr. L. J. Rlngler,
Personnel Director
Executive Office—82ml Floor
hard work and thinking alone are
responsible. Because they think
that, they go on to assume that any
country, can prosper simply by
accepting the U. S. economic and
political systems.- He has over-
estimated his contribution. He has
also forgotten the existing condi-
tions in foreign countries: Few
nations, new and old, have the
natural wealth the U. S. has; few
the favorable geographic position;
fewer still pre-independence ex-
perience in government.
This American image affects
news reporting. The Americans
want news that will back the idea
that they have of themselves and
the rest of the world. The U. S.
reader wants his ego built up by
being given proof that political
and economic systems not like
his are failing, and that, there-
fore, his idea that the American
systems are best is, indeed, true;
and that, therefore, by having for-
eign nations accept the U. S. sys-
tems they will prosper.
The newsreader forgets all about
historical pre-conditions and
existing conditions. He sees only
evidence that his pet image of him-
self and others is true. He sees
it because newspapers give him a
selection of examples which
"prove" his image Is right. News-
papers give him that image. They
give it to him because their exist-
ence is greatly dependent on
pleasing their readers! They hold
polls (often no more than a close
watch on their increases and de-
creases of sales) to make sure that
they give the reader what he wants.
Up till recently all this was ac-
ceptable. But now Communism is
a powerful and -organized force
competing with the United States.
They approach a starving, sick
and cold peasant and promise him
food, medicine and clothes. He
wants that. Americans come along
and promise unrealistic ideals.
Food is an afterthought.
The United States is turning more
and more to military "aid" for
(Continued on Page 7)
Jesters Object
To the Editor:
The Jesters would like to use this
space to inform the TRIPOD
readers thatthe"CompassCabaret
Theatre" did appear here on March
2nd. The TRIPOD failed to report
their being here and did not include
the customary write up of a campus
event. You also preferred not to
write up the Jesters' production
of two one act plays immediately
after opening night, March 7th.
This is highly unusual, it being the
newspaper custom to have critics
comment at least upon opening
night performances.
You, sir, seem to sacrifice news
of student work, especially in the
Arts, to the reporting of material
concerned with your own and your
staff's pet projects, however ad-
mirable or sensational they may
be. Student activities should
receive prompt review, even if it
must be at the expense of news
concerning reknowned groups such
as the "Freedom Singers." As far
as the Jesters are concerned, a
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(Continued from Page 1)
The special committee on the
honor code will be headed by
Corresponding Secretary John
Witherington and will be made up
of Senators Tower, Da-vison, Kell-
ner, Ahlgren, Gregory, Parsons,
Ewing, Schtlpp, and Kenneth Fish
and John Losse. The work of'this
committee during the present se-
mester will be to determine in-
terest in the planned honor, code,
and then to construct it. "First
semester next year should see a
final, presentation and referendum
on the honor code," Anderson di-
rected.
Senator Lucien DiFazio motion-
ed that the Senate grant $30 to
Foster Parents Plan Inc. to help
support a needy foreign child. •
Heated discussion centered around
the question of whether or not the
Senate had the right to deal with
this matter.
Senator Tower opposed the al-
location of the money stating that
"we don't have the right to handle .
a problem such as this. It's outside
of our scope,"
Senators Martire and Wither-
ington supported DiFazio pointing
out that "the spirit and pride on
our campus" would benefit.
The motion was temporarily de- ;
feated because according to its
constitution, the Senate cannot give
funds to a student organization with
no constitution.
embassy '63 . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Dixon, Charles Daley, Robert
Juliano, John Matteson, William
A. Johnson, Robert Goodwin,
Wendall Stephan, Walter Pitt,
Paul Lehner, Theodore Boltz,
Gerald Slosser, William Boone,
Rabbi William Cohen, and Mr.
Lewis Fox.
These men are either connected
with a church or synagogue, the _
Hartford Hospital or the Hartford'
Seminary.
Papers Catering . . .
(continued from Page 6)
foreign nations. That is an ad-
mission that Americans have not
been able to figure out how to
effectively aid undeveloped areas
otherwise.
If, the American citizen can forget
his old ideas of himself and others,
and can get better reporting on
what foreigners need and want, he
can influence his government to
give it, and the battle the United
States seems to be losing will turn
favorable.
The deciding factor is good
foreign news coverage.
Henry Whitney '63
C I S L . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
House agenda; However, as time
began to run out' for the 1963
session of CISL and the bill had
not yet come up for debate, the
Trinity delegation pushed it to the
front of the calendar by parlia-
mentary maneuvering. The bill
passed the House and was sent
to the Senate, also about to adjourn
for the year.
Again after mui h parliamentary
maneuvering and several attempts
to suspend the rules, Trinity man-
aged to drive her bill to the floor.
But time ran out for debate, and
the bill was tabled.
Included among the legislation
passed were bills to:
Exterd the terms of the state
senators from two to four years.
Appoint a commission to investi-
gate state welfare aid abuses,
improve the quality of service
and make recommendations for
Improvement in administration.
Establish a minimum base salary
of $5,000 for school teachers.
Allow state residents to vote on
a constitutional convention to re-
district tht General Assembly.
Eliminate the state sales tax on
college textbooks.
And provide a documentary slide
film for the public on the legis-
lative procedure of the General
Assembly,
Faith
(Continued from Page 1)
new pragmatism, the old theology
with a new expermentalism and.the
old ideology with a new demo-
cracy," Rev. Longley said.
According to this theory, he con-
tinued, self-preservation is wis-
dom. The American democratic
credo is no longer absolute.lt
implies, "Let's get wise; the Rus-
sians might have something."The
advocates of this doctrine of "ex-
pedience" believe that the old eth-
ics and dogmas are gone," Rev.
Longley said.
"This is the meaninglessness of
post-modern man," as is seen in
the pessimistic writing of men
such as JeanTPaul Sartre, Albert
Camus and Samuel Becket. For
these men, said Rev. Longley,
"there is no right which is al-
ways right." In this world exists
a "hopeless" humanity,, they say,
so enjoy today, for tomorrow you
die..
Such a concept as this, Rev.Long-
ley said, denies the eternal truth
which does exist. This is the guid-
ance of God. "This/is the way to
the truth and the life. Without this, •
we will be destroyed. The signi-
ficance our life may have is known
to each of us, and we deny it at
our peril. Our souls are rest-
less until we find ourselves in Him "
Missed A.F.R.O.T.C.?
GoA.F.O.T.S!
These letters stand for Air Force Officer
Training School—a three-month course for
those who realize they want to become
Air Force officers, but don't have enough
school time left to enroll in AFROTC.
We prefer our officers to start their training
as freshmen, so we can commission them
directly upon graduation-. But right now we're
accepting applications for another fine way
to become an Air Force officer —OTS. We
can't guarantee that this program will still
be open a year or so from now.
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on
the Aerospace Team, serving your country
while you get a flying neadstarton the,tech-
nology of the future. The U.S. Air Force
sponsors one of the world's most advanced
research, and development programs —and
you can be part of it.
If you're within 210 days of graduation, get
more information on OTS from the Professor
of Air Science.
U.S. Air Force









































































Own Totals 19 497 313 55.7 1307 68.8





Ed. note: In an act of rare humility, bordering on expediency, the
sports editor foregoes his weekly, bordering on weakly, Wat's
What column in order to give fresh, young talent a chance in the
big time. Today's lucky guest is Thomas P. Jones III who gained
early reknown with his desalination expose and has since gained
valuable experience as the TRIPOD News Editor. The tftile of his
column typifies this editor's long-established policy of entertaining,
if not informing, his many readers. Keith Watson.
We find it difficult to follow with a column after such a magnificent
editor's note. But the ball has been thrown to us, and lest we fumble,
and stand accused of unco-ordinated incompetence, we must attempt
to maintain the exceptional tradition of editorial excellence which
has been founded on Mr. Watson's numerous TRIPOD editorial.
This Thursday, a roast beef dinner will mark the formal end of
Trinity winter sports, with past team captains lauding the efforts,
whether successful or not, of -their respective charges. Other than
the freshmen basketball quintet, no team can claim success of the
optimum or near-optimum variety, this being a reflection of the
amount of material available as well as the failure, at times, to use
to best advantage that which has been available. Chance also, as always,
played its part, diminutive in some cases, disastrous in others, in adding
to successful or unsuccessful seasons; unfortunately, during the last
three months this variable catalyst has frowned more than smiled on
Trin gamesmanship.
But now, as the lacrosse stick and baseball bat set prepares to take
over from the squash racket and blue-and-gold basketball set, we can
sit back for a moment to stare into that perennially-cloudy crystal
ball and indulge ourselves in a bit of prognostication, concerning the
embryonic-chances of the 1963-64 Trinity teams. (This might appear
to resemble the age-old newspaper trick of forecasting far enough In
advance so that if said forecasts prove wrong, the article they appeared
in will be forgotten. And there's something to be said about that,)
Of the formal varsity sports, basketball came the closest to finishing
in the black, losing a scant game more than winning (9 wins - 10 los-
ses). Playmaker and Captain Brian Brooks will be the team's only loss
via graduation, however, with high-scoring forwards Barry Leghorn and
Bill Gish returning along with center John Fenrich. One of the major
difficulties this year was lack of depth, and next year's club will have
to count heavily on Messrs. Hourlhan, Belfiore, Rissel and company
to acid sorely needed bench strength as well as a solid backcourt duo,
duo.
The swimming team won its first three meets and then lost its last
seven this winter. One of the problems was the loss of butterflyer
Bill Koretz, but the lack of depth was painfully evident in meet after
meet where swimmers on the 11-man team were forced to compete
in events for which they were not suited. And the picture for next year
doesn't look any brighter, with the graduation of distance swimmer
Rick Ashworth and all-purpose swimmer Dave Raymond, the team's
co-captains. Freshman captain Jeff Seckler, a diving specialist, at the
present appears to be the most valuable acquisition for the varsity from
a soggy freshman squad.
The squash team improved its record over a year ago, finishing with
a bad, as opposed to dismal, season (3 wins - 5 losses). Sophomore
Nick Mclver with several compatriots Jrom the Class of '65 plus a
number of juniors make up the nucleus of a team which should in the
next two years hold its own in the normal circle of Trin competition.
Mclver could, in time, prove a worthy successor to Don Mills. The
largest gap that will have to be filled next year will be the loss of Capt.
Bob Pope.
In the realm of informal sports, the fencing team, while failing in
an attempt to win the New England championships for the second year
in succession, did finish second behind the leadership of co-captains
Dick Chang and Steve Yeaton. Their season record (3 wins - 4 losses)
was hurt by the loss of several key players half way through the year.
The graduation of Chang and Yeaton this June will further hamper the
team, which, without an unforeseen semi-miracle, will be In serious
difficulties next year.
The Hockey team, operating effectively for the first year, won its
last four games,after a slushy start, finishing with 5 wins - 4 losses, A
large squad as well as a host of freshmen give the stlckmen a bright
future.
Wrestling, begun this winter, has had neither the competition nor the
experience to rank it among the more important college sports. Several
members of the team have been standouts for their respective high
school and prep school teams, however, and the team will not be seri-
ously hurt by graduation this year.
In general, the basketball, squash, and hockey teams should improve
their records next year, while the swimmers and fencers will have to
struggle to avoid losing campaigns.
TOM JONES
Prillaman Swims 50 In 22.7;
Cops 2nd In New
by JOHN TRUE
MARCH 9 - Records fell with
astounding regularity today at the
New England Inter-Collegiate
Swimming Championships as the
Trinity varsity swimmers finish-
ed 10th in a field of 16. Fred
Prillaman was Trin's standard
bearer in the meet at Southern
Connecticut State College, taking
a second in the 50 yard freestyle
with a time of 22.7, a new Trinity
record.
In a meet dominated by Williams
and Bowdoin, Trinity swimmers
were able to do little, yet coach
Bob Slaughter was pleased with
their effort. "We had been prac-
ticing right up to the meet," he
said, "and we did as well as could
be expected." His statement was
borne out by the fact that, besides
Prillaman's college record, two
others were set by co-captainDave
Raymond and Ian Smith. Raymond
swam to his record in the 200 yard
freestyle in a time of 2:06:7, and
Smith set his in the 200 yard
breaststroke in 2:35:9.
One tenth of a second represented
a big barrier for Prillaman today.
He was touched out by a tenth of a
second in the 50 yard freestyle,
but also performed well in the 100
yard event. His time of 52:1 was
again only one tenth of a second
off his previous college record set
last year, but he didn't qualify for
the finals. The event was won in a
time of 49:8 and a mere three
tenths of a second separated first
and sixth place.
Raymond, after setting the college
record in the 200 yard freestyle,
swam with co-captain Rick Ash-
worth in the 500 yard freestyle.
The two finished 11th and 12th
with times of 6:03:4 and 6:03:7
respectively. Ashworth had swum
the punisiiing 1500 meter earlier
in the meet, finishing In 22 minutes
flat, fl lthough the event was won in
18:38:9, coach Slaughter was
pleased, since it was Ashworth's
first try at this marathom dis-
tance of 66 lengths.
-—RELIGION COLLOQUIUM—
The second in the series of De-
partment of Religion Colloquiums
for the Trinity Term will be held
at 4 p.m. Wednesday, March 13,
in the Downes Seminar Room.
Professor Fred Denbeaux, Visit-
ing Lecturer from Wellesley Col-
lege, will discuss "God as Trouba-
dour, iot as Engineer."
Fred Prillaman relaxes after placing second for the
Bantams in the 50-yard freestyle at the New England Col-
legiate Swimming Championship Sat. Prillaman's time of
22.7 set a Trinity record.
Fencers Drop Final Joust
By Single Bout To Stevens
Stevens Tech handed the Trinity
Fencers their fourth loss of the
campaign, 14-13, in a match which
ended the fencing season for both
schools. The loss dropped the Ban-
tams below the .500 mark for the
first time in many years. The Trin-
men finished with a record of 3
victories and four defeats. The
Tech-men, Middle Atlantic Fenc-
ing Champions, closed out the sea-
son with a 5-2 mark. Stevens
sports two individual champions:
George Thompson - epee, and Mark
Sanders - sabre. Both Thompson
and Sanders won the Middle At-
lantic competition in their res-
pective weapons: Frank Choy, the
best intercollegiate foil fencer in
a long time according to Trin coach
Ken Schailer, was missing from the
Stevens squad.
The foil team led by co-captain
Dick Chang provided the only bright
spot of the afternoon for the visit-
ing Bantams. Chang won all three
of his bouts to lead the foil-men
to a 8-1 mark. Harry Pratt, pro-
ducing in his best performance of
the season, turned in an unblem-
ished slate with a 3-0 standard.
Pratt was thinking all the time out
there, asserted co-captaln Steve
Yeaton, and will be one of the
mainstays of next year's team.
Freshman Leif Melchoir per-
formed credibly in winning two
while losing one.
The sabre team, consisting of
Track Team Finishes 5th
At Union Invitational Meet
MARCH 9 - Schenectady, N. Y. -
Mai McGawn led the track team
to fifth place among 16 schools
competing in the 7th Annual Union
Invitational Relays here today. Mc-
Gawn won the two mile run with a
9:52.2 clocking as the Trinity
trackmen copped 16 points, beating
both the teams which'the Bantams
will face in dual meets this spring,
Union and Vermont.
Also placing for Trinity was Tom
Calabrese, on loan from the base-
ball team, who placed second In the
50 yard dash in 5.7 seconds.
The freshman medley relay team
placed second also, with Steve
Bornemann, running the mile leg,
setting a college freshman record
of 4:37.1. The record, however,
will remain unofficial since it came
in a relay. (Bornemann in high
school ran a 4:22.9 mile.) Tom
Seddon ran the 220-yard leg, Sandy
Evarts, the 440 and Fred Martin,
the 880 for the freshman team.
The varsity mile relay team
placed third with a time of 3:39 on
the efforts of Dan Clark, Ed
Mosher, Perry Rianhard and Vic
Keen.
The team, which has been prac-
ticing since early February, ran
in the Amherst Relays in the middle
of last month. Captain McGawn
felt the squad could match or im-
prove its record last spring in dual
competition, which included only a
single loss to Wesleyan, who again
will provide the most difficult com-
petition.
The schedule: March 21, Wes-
leyan (INDOOR), Home) April 20,
Coast Guard, home; 23, Union,
away; 27, Middlebury, home; May
4, Vermont, away; 7, W. P. I.,
away; and 15, Amherst, away.
SPORTS BANQUET
The thrice-annual sports
banquet will be held this
Thursday evening, marking
the conclusion of the winter
sports season. The dinner,
attended by the members of
the athletic teams, will in-
clude the announcement of
team captains for next win-
der as well as summaries
by retiring captains.
Tom Taylor, Sewall Hoff, and John
Jouett, came up with only one
victory in nine bouts for a dismal
1-8 performance. Jouett provided
the lone marker.
Co-captain Steve Yeaton garnered
three of the four victories contri-
buted by the epee team. Dick
Bloomstein provided the fourth
victory. George Thompson, Mid-
Atlantic epee champion, won two
bouts before he substituted for
himself once the victory was as-
sured.
Next season should be a building
year according to Yeaton. Henry
Pratt, brilliant against Stevens will
be the backbone of the foil team,
stated the Trin co-captain. Yeaton
continued, Leif Melchoir, only a
freshman this year gained a great
deal of valuable experience and will
undoubtedly be fencing in the
second slot next year. Co-captain
Dick Chang commented that Ken
Phelps has worked very hard this
season and will be vying for the
third spot. Frosh Jeff Depree also
has shown a great deal of promise,
interjected Chang, and will be in
competition for the third foil spot.
The epee team will be headed by
junior Michael Dols, Dols was
brilliant in his victory over the
number four epee fencer In the
nation - Bruce Brofman - of
Brooklyn College. Yeaton saw nu-
merous candidates for the second
and third positions on the epee
team. Jim Levine, gaining much
experience this season, leads the
competition for the second spot.
Junior'Dick Bloomstein, and Frosh
Val Lubans and Ernie Baynard all
have a good chance to gain the third
berth.
Sophomore Tom Taylor, captain
elect for next year, will be the'
stalwart of the sabre team. Ac-
cording to Yeaton Taylor is the
most improved man on the team.
With Taylor in the first spot, the
second and third positions are wide
open. Yeaton sees frosh Bruce
Stavens and sophomore Sewall Hoff
as the main fencers vying for the
respective spots.
Both Chang and Yeaton agree that
the loss of George Tlsdale, Rex
Orbell, and Louis Fitzner made
the difference between the winning
and losing season. With Orbell and
Tisdale in epee and Fitzner in
sabre, the co-captains think that
the New England Championship
would have returned to Trinity.
In a final remark, Yeaton thought
he expressed the sentiments of the
entire team when he added that he
was disappointed that the New
Englands were not held at Trinity
and hoped that an appropriation
would make it possible next year.
Bruce Stavens, '66
